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Overview
Veeam is a popular choice for backup solutions due to its simplicity and cost-efficiency. Shouldn't
adding ransomware protection be just as straightforward? Blocky for Veeam delivers robust
ransomware protection without introducing additional complexity or breaking your budget.

The Problem
Small to Medium-sized Businesses (SMBs) face unique challenges, including tight budgets and
limited IT resources. The rising tide of ransomware threats demands quick action, but the last thing
SMBs need is to compound their existing challenges with a complex and costly solution. The idea is
simple: add robust ransomware protection to your existing Veeam infrastructure without requiring
new servers, additional storage, or any other overheads that can stretch your resources thin.

The Solution
When SMBs add Blocky to their existing Veeam infrastructure, they are choosing the only
ransomware protection solution that addresses these challenges head-on. Blocky instantly
transforms the Windows VBR into an immutable, zero-trust repository in under 20 minutes. This
powerful solution shields the Windows ReFS and NTFS volumes from ransomware attacks and does
so without necessitating Linux, additional hardware, or specialized servers or storage.

Don't Add Complexity to Your Veeam. Blocky Delivers Instant
Ransomware Protection in 20 Minutes.
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For more information,
 visit www.BlockyforVeeam.com

The Results:
1. Ransomware-Proof: Quickly and effectively transform
Veeam Windows server into an immutable, hardened
repository for maximum protection.

2. Cost-Effective: Blocky's seamless integration with
existing Veeam infrastructure means no additional
hardware expenses.

3. Time-saving: Your IT teams can bypass the usually
time-consuming complex integrations, allowing them to
focus on other essential tasks instead.

By choosing Blocky for Veeam, SMBs not only fortify their
data protection strategy but also do so in a way that is
uncomplicated, budget-friendly, and efficient. Why add
layers of complexity when Blocky offers a comprehensive
ransomware solution right out of the box?

 

Begin your risk free 30-day trial today!


